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'Look and Feel'
• Daniel Hunter

Computer software raises complex questions for 
Intellectual Property lawers. Computer pro
grammes are clearly afforded some protection 
by copyright, both in Australia and the United 
States, but the question is, how far does this 
protection extend?

The issue of ‘look and feel’ protection arises 
because of the special nature of computers and 
the computer industry. Certain manufacturers 
create computer programmes which become ‘in
dustry standards’. These programmes are the 
market leaders with wide margins over their 
competitors. Some smaller manufacturers have 
decided to replicate the industry standard pro
grammes. They do this not by actually copying 
the code which is protected by copyright \ but by 
copying the ‘look’ and ‘feel’ of the programme.

In the United States there are two streams of
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in America
computer copyright cases which though seem
ingly separate have recently combined to form 
the basis for ‘look and feel’ litigation. The first 
stream of cases decided the extent of copyright 
protection for computer software as a literary 
work. The second stream of cases examined the 
copyright in the audiovisual display created by 
the computer programme.

The Liferary Work Stream
Over time the literary work stream decided three 
questions:

1. Does copyright subsist in an applications 
programme? This was decided in the 
affirmative.2

2. Does copyright protect operating systems 
programmes? Again the answer was 
affirmative.3



3. Does the 1976 Copyright Act protea the 
struaure, sequence and underlying organi
sation of the computer programme?

The important question in the ‘look and feel’ 
arena is the third.4

The literary work stream has the proteaion of the 
struaure, sequence and organisation at the apo
gee of current decisions. Whelan v Jaslow5 and 
Plains Cotton v Goodpasture6 are basically ir
reconcilable. However there seems to be a 
general acceptance that the structure is pro- 
teaed.

But should we, in principle, protect the struaure 
of computer programmes? The question is best 
answered by applying the reasoning of Meredith 
v Harper & Row.7 The struaure of a book in 
that case was found to be protectable expression. 
There has been no hue and cry over Meredith. It 
seems therefore that book structure is proteaable 
expression. It would be intolerable if computer 
programme struaure should be denied equal 
protection on the basis merely that it is a new 
field of copyright.

The Audiovisual Work Stream
The audiovisual work stream decided two differ
ent questions:

1. Does copyright protect the displays in 
computerised video-games?8

2. Does copyright protea the computer dis
plays of programmes which are not video
games?

The audiovisual work stream is the true ‘look and 
feel’ stream. In the author’s opinion, the literary 
stream and the audiovisual stream should not be 
joined, because they deal with two different 
categories of copyright works. Each stream works 
more coherently without elements of the other 
being introduced and confusing the issues. The 
case of Broderbund9 to name but the most ob
vious, stands as warning of the danger the courts 
face if they attempt to join the streams.

The true ‘look and feel’ stream - the audiovisual 
work stream, deals with two protectable ele
ments: the ‘traditional’ display screens copyright 
and the newer ‘sequence’ copyright.

Traditional Audiovisual 
Copyright
Two cases have decided copyright issues on the 
basis of traditional audiovisual copyright.10 The 
pending Apple case is likely to follow their lead. 11 
The courts have created nothing controversial in 
applying traditional audiovisual copyright to 
computer displays. There is no distinction be
tween these cases and the cases which dealt with 
copyright in video-games.12

The restriaion the courts have placed on ‘look 
and feel’ copyright, by dealing only with the 
visual appearance of the screen, has the advan
tage of keeping copyright within its traditional 
bounds. The judges may then rely on the wealth 
of experience and precedent in the field. The 
restriaion does not disadvantage a plaintiff who 
has placed sufficient work into the computer 
displays to merit copyright protection. Therefore 
manufacturers are adequately protected. This 
limit on ‘look and feel’ copyright has struck a 
balance between the competing policies of pro
teaion of intellectual effort and avoiding mo
nopoly of markets.
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The New Application:
Sequence
There is however a new field of copyright protec
tion: the sequence of computer displays. Courts 
in four cases, Broderbund13 MIT4 Johnson15 and 
Lotus16 have determined that the sequence is 
properly the subject of copyright. This means 
that there are two new elements of copyright 
protection for computers: the ‘structure , se
quence and organisation’ of the code and the 
sequence of display. One court17 called both el
ements ‘non-literal expression.’

Again the question must be asked: should se
quence be protected? It is hard to see why it 
should not. If one accepts the principle of 
Meredith then structure is expression and wor
thy of protection. This is true of book structure, 
programme structure and display screen structure. 
The latter element, display screen structure, is 
simply the sequence the displays are presented 
to the user. Provided we can properly characterise 
a particular plaintiffs sequence as expression, 
then there is no reason why we should not 
protect it.

In the author’s opinion then, interfaces are cor
rectly protected by this new form of copyright.

The Australian Law
In Australia, passing off, unfair competition, and 
unfair trade practices clearly will not avail a 
potential ‘look and feel’ plaintiff in the ‘standard’ 
case. Copyright is the most appropriate form of 
action, just as in the United States. However, 
Australian courts are more tied to precedent than 
their American counterparts. This may mean that 
‘artistic work’ copyright, the Australian counter
part to ‘audiovisual work’ copyright, will not 
assist the plaintiff in a ‘look and feel’ case. Unless 
the judges allow computer generated images on 
a screen to constitute a painting or drawing, the 
plaintiff will fail.18

Thd application of standard copyright concepts is 
similar in the United States and Australia, and so 
given the above provision, the ‘look and feel’ of a 
programme should be protected. The arguments 
on granting rights to ‘industry standard’ computer 
companies with its attendant diminution of the 
rights of others to copy these innovations, is one 
which courts in Australia are used to making. 
Indeed, the balancing act is as old as copyright

itself. There is no policy reason why Australian 
judges should not follow their Trans-Atlantic 
brethren.

Whether the courts in Australia are willing to go 
this far is unlikely. The spectre of granting 
overwhelming monopolies, which held sway in 
Syncercom v University Computing*19 will 
probably frighten the technically unsure judiciary 
into denying protection. This would be a pity, 
since as I have shown, there is nothing unusual 
about the field. ■

Daniel Hunter is a solicitor with Freehill 
Hollingdale & Page in Melbourne. He is also the 
Publications Officer for the Victorian Society for 
Computers and Law.
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The Trustees of the GC O'Donnell Biennial Prize Trust are pleased to 
announce their 1991 GC O'Donnell Prize.

This is the second such competition in honour of Gus O'Donnell, author, 
founder of the Australian Copyright Council and one of the fathers of 
copyright in Australia.

A prize of $3000 is to be awarded to the author of an essay displaying 
original thinking on a topic of the author's choice regarding copyright 
and the protection of the interests of authors.

The competition is open to any interested persons.

Entries should be received by 30 August 1991.

For further information contact:

G C O'Donnell Biennial Prize Trust
12th Floor
255 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000 so start writing today...
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